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I	bought	the	6L	Vitavit	in	September	2018	from	Myer.	The	staff	were	very	helpful	to	deal	with	and	gave	me	lots	of	pointers	about	how	to	cook	in	the	Fissler.	Four	months	later,	and	while	it	has	it	good	points,	it	also	has	some	things	about	it	that	frustrate.On	the	positive	side,	food	cooked	via	the	simmer/steamer	function	turns	out	nicer	compared	to
saucepan	cooked	food	as	the	PC	is	quicker	and	the	flavour	is	contained	with	the	pot.	When	the	PC	functions	as	it	ideally	should,	it	is	easy	to	use	and	clean	and	the	food	turns	out	well.The...Read	more	traffic	light	on	the	pressure	cooker	function	(as	other	commenters	have	said)	seems	to	be	hit	and	miss.	Sometimes	it	works	but	other	times	it	takes	too
long	to	rise	or	doesn't	rise	at	all,	which	can	result	in	over	cooked	or	burnt	food	because	you	don't	really	know	how	long	the	food	has	been	cooking	or	how	long	it	needs	to	cook	for.	With	vegetarian	food	(legumes),	I	find	that	I	can	cook	legumes	OR	rice	but	they	need	to	be	done	separately.	Cooking	rice	and	legumes	together	leads	to	a	burnt	pot	and
mucks	up	the	traffic	light.	It	doesn't	pay	to	over	load	the	pot	either.	The	4L	line	is	at	max	but	I	think	that	would	be	overloading	it.	With	cooking	veggies,	because	the	traffic	light	is	slow	to	rise,	I	find	that	I	only	need	to	cook	them	for	2-4	mins	(I'm	cooking	for	2)	so	obviously	it	depends	on	how	much	food	is	in	the	pot,	they	type	and	cut	of	the	veg.	The
point	I'm	making	is	you	need	to	get	to	know	how	it	works	best	for	you	and	not	really	take	much	notice	of	the	instructions	Similar	opinion?	Write	a	review	on	ProductReview.com.au!	Page	2	Page	3	Available	Manual	Downloads:	Manual_Vitacontrol_GERMAN.pdf
Manual_Vitacontrol_ENGLISH.pdfManual_Vitacontrol_FRENCH.pdfManual_Vitacontrol_SPANISH.pdf	English	version	for	USA	Only	admnistrator	owned	posts	can	execute	the	[includeme]	shortcode.	This	message	is	shown	only	to	administrators.	Download	Hip	Notes:	Fissler	makes	two	models	of	this	pressure	cooker	–	the	one	made	for	the	American
market	is	distinguished	by	having	the	letters	“US”	engraved	in	the	metal	near	the	lip	of	the	lid,	to	the	right	of	where	the	handle	connects	to	the	lid.		The	Vitaquick	is	spring	valve	pressure	cooker	with	two	settings:	low	pressure	(one	ring	displays)	and	high	pressure	(two	rings	display).	Maximum	operating	pressure	(second	ring)	is	8.7	psi	or	60kpa.
When	operating	the	pressure	cooker,	turn	it	with	the	handle	to	the	left,	so	excess	pressure	is	released	towards	the	back	of	the	cook	top	and	not	towards	the	cook.	Pressure	is	released	in	two	directions	–	turn	cooker	with	handle	of	the	cooker	pointing	toward	the	cook	before	releasing	pressure	to	avoid	being	in	the	line	of	steam.	Store	with	up-turned	lid
over	the	base	with	the	detached	handle	in	the	lid.	The	original	Fissler	Eurovalve	(left)	has	a	spring-loaded	glass	ball	for	overpressure	safety,	and	the	replacement	(right)	has	a	white	ball.	Readers	have	reported	steam	leaking	out	of	the	handle	when	in	use.	If	this	is	the	case,	tighten	the	handle	screw	under	the	lid	before	each	use	as	it	tends	to	get	loose
during	cooking,	cleaning	and	storage.	If	tightening	the	handle	does	not	resolve	the	problem,	one	reader	who	purchased	two	US	Vitaquick	sets	(from	different	sources)	was	able	to	isolate	the	leaky	steam	problem	in	both	to	a	faulty	Eurovalve.	The	replacement	sent	from	Fissler	had	a	different-colored	ball	in	the	center	(see	photo)	and	resolved	the
problem.	Manufacturer	Website:	Fissler	Only	admnistrator	owned	posts	can	execute	the	[includeme]	shortcode.	This	message	is	shown	only	to	administrators.	Fissler	pressure	cookers	are	technically	sophisticated,	simple	to	use	and	easy	to	clean.	To	ensure	you	can	enjoy	using	your	pressure	cooker	for	a	long	time,	you	should	always	observe	the
operating	and	care	instructions.	You	can	download	the	current	operating	and	care	instructions	in	PDF	format	here.	If	you	have	an	older	model,	please	contact	our	Customer	Service.	After	cooking	many	pounds	of	brisket,	rice,	and	beans	in	six	pressure	cookers,	we	think	the	Fissler	Vitaquick	8.5-Quart	Pressure	Cooker	is	the	best	you	can	get.	Page
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very	long	time	and	that	it	will	have	a	longservice	life,	please	follow	these	instructions	carefully.We	hope	you	will	enjoy	trying	out	everything	yourvitaquick®	has	to	offer.	Bon	appétit!TRRUSS1.	How	pressure	cooking	works2.	Safety	information3.	Description	and	advantages	of	the	vitaquick®4.	Before	using	for	the	first	time5.	Information	on	using	your
pressure	cooker6.	Cooking	with	the	vitaquick®7.	Depressurizing	the	vitaquick®8.	Ways	to	use	your	pressure	cooker9.	Cooking	times10.	Cleaning	and	care11.	Questions	and	answers12.	Maintenance	and	replacement	parts13.	Warranty	and	servicePLand	congratulations	on	the	purchase	of	your	newvitaquick®	pressure	cooker.	The	latest	generation
ofFissler	pressure	cookers	is	based	on	more	than	55years	of	experience.	Pressure	cookers	are	as	modernas	ever	when	it	comes	to	quickly	preparing	deliciousmeals	while	preserving	nutrients	–	and	the	vitaquick®sets	new	standards	in	user-friendliness	and	design.CZContentsARAThank	you	for	your	confidence	...GRPG	Instructions	for	Use25Page	4How
pressure	cooking	works1.	How	pressure	cooking	worksThe	basic	principle	of	pressure	cooking	hasn’t	changed	since	the	first	pressure	cooker	was	invented.	Foods	arecooked	in	a	tightly	closed	vessel	under	pressure,	at	temperatures	of	over	100°C,	since	the	high	pressure	that	develops	inside	the	pot	raises	the	boiling	point	of	water.	This	shortens	their
cooking	times	substantially.	Cooking	with	apressure	cooker	saves	a	great	deal	of	(cooking)	time	–	about	70	percent	on	average.Time	in	minutes90908070Time	in	minutes60609050804070305010400302560209602015Potatoes50Stew2510Vitamin0C	(%)20159Potatoes608Beef	rollsRed	cabbage	Boiled	chicken3020609050Cooking	time	inpressure
cooker30Cooking	time	innormal	pot8StewBeef	rollsRed	cabbage	Boiled	chickenThe	exclusion	of	harmful	atmospheric	oxygen	and	the	shorter	cooking	times	also	make	it	possible	to	cook	the100foods	very	gently.	Vitamins,	mineralsand	aroma	are	preserved	toa	farextentCookingthantime	in	with	conventional	cookingCookingtimegreaterinnormal
potpressure	cookermethods.	And	you	can	taste	this,90	too,	for	the	foods’	own	flavor	is	surprisingly	intense.80Vitamin	C	(%)7877701006065666566649050804070306560207877346547426666501040030Spinach34BroccoliVitamin	conventwith	conventionalcooking	(%)2010042Brussels	sprouts	Red	cabbageSpinachBroccoliBrussels	sprouts	Red
cabbageVitamin	conventwith	conventionalcooking	(%)266447KohlrabiVitamin	conventwith	pressurecooking	(%)KohlrabiVitamin	conventwith	pressurecooking	(%)Page	5•	Read	the	Instructions	for	Use	and	all	other	information	thoroughly	before	you	use	the	vitaquick®.	Incorrect	usecan	be	dangerous.•	Do	not	let	anyone	use	the	pressure	cooker	before
reading	the	Instructions	for	Use.•	If	you	give	your	pressure	cooker	to	anyone,	make	sure	you	also	provide	the	Instructions	for	Use.GBInstructions	for	useF2.	Safety	informationDSafety	information•	Never	use	the	pressure	cooker	near	children.NLSupervisionOperation	of	the	pressure	cooker•	The	cooker	is	under	pressure	when	in	use.	Incorrect	use
can	result	in	burns.	Make	sure	that	the	cooker	is	properlyclosed	before	you	build	pressure.	You	will	find	information	on	this	in	Chapter	4.	Never	use	the	pressure	cookerwith	the	lid	placed	loosely	on	top	of	it.•	Only	use	the	heat	sources	that	are	mentioned	in	Chapter	5.•	Make	sure	that	the	pressure	cooker	contains	liquid	before	you	heat	it	up.	Not
doing	so	could	result	in	damage	tothe	cooker	and	the	burner.	Minimum	amount:	200-300	ml	of	water,	depending	on	the	diameter	of	your	cooker.	(See	“min“	marking)EPGRTRRUSSPL•	Each	time	you	use	your	pressure	cooker,	make	sure	beforehand	that	none	of	the	valves	and	safety	mechanisms	aredamaged	or	dirty	and	that	they	function	properly.
This	is	the	only	way	to	guarantee	that	it	will	operate	safely.	Youwill	find	information	on	this	in	Chapter	5.•	Do	not	alter	the	pressure	cooker	–	especially	the	safety	mechanisms	–	in	any	way,	other	than	performing	themaintenance	measures	mentioned	in	the	Instructions	for	Use.	Do	not	oil	the	valves.•	Regularly	replace	parts	that	are	subject	to	wear,
such	as	the	silicone	gasket	and	other	rubber	parts,	with	originalFissler	replacement	parts	after	you	have	used	the	pressure	cooker	about	400	times	or,	at	the	latest,	after	2	years.Parts	that	show	visible	damage	(e.g.	tears,	discolorations	or	deformations)	or	that	do	not	fit	correctly	must	bereplaced	immediately.	Otherwise,	this	could	affect	how	well	and
how	safely	your	pressure	cooker	works.•	Use	only	original	Fissler	replacement	parts.	It	is	especially	important	for	you	to	only	use	pots	and	lids	for	the	samemodel,	as	well	as	other	replacement	parts	that	are	intended	specifically	for	your	cooker.	(See	Chapter	12)CZSafety	and	maintenanceARA•	Only	use	the	pressure	cooker	for	the	purposes	described
in	the	Instructions	for	Use.	(See	Chapter	8)•	Never	use	the	pressure	cooker	or	pressure	skillet	in	the	oven.	The	handles,	valves,	and	safety	mechanisms	wouldbe	damaged	by	the	high	temperatures.•	When	deep-frying	in	the	pressure	cooker,	do	not	cover	it,	and	only	fill	it	halfway	with	oil.	Never	deep-fry	underpressure!	(See	Chapter	8)•	Pressure
cookers	may	not	be	used	for	medical	purposes	–	especially	not	as	sterilizers,	as	pressure	cookers	are	notdesigned	to	reach	the	temperatures	necessary	for	sterilizing.•	Do	not	cook	applesauce	or	stewed	fruits	in	a	pressure	cooker,	because	pockets	of	steam	often	form	that	canspatter	up	when	the	cooker	is	opened	and	cause	scalding.•	If	you	have
cooked	meat	with	skin	that	can	swell	when	under	pressure,	do	not	pierce	it	as	long	as	the	skin	isswollen,	as	this	could	result	in	burns.IUses	for	the	pressure	cooker27Page	6Safety	information	/	Description	and	advantages	of	the	vitaquick®In	case	of	extreme	overheating,	plastic	parts	on	the	cooker	or	the	aluminum	in	the	base	could	melt	and	liquefy.
Ifthis	should	occur,	turn	off	the	heat	source	and	do	not	move	the	cooker	until	it	has	cooled	down	completely.	Airthe	room.•	Do	not	fill	the	pressure	cooker	to	more	than	⅔	of	its	volume.	(See	“max“	marking)	For	foods	that	foam	or	swell	while	they	are	cooking,	such	as	rice,	legumes,	broths	or	dried	vegetables,	do	not	fillthe	pressure	cooker	to	more	than
half	full.	(See	“½“	marking)•	Never	leave	your	pressure	cooker	unattended.	Regulate	the	energy	source	so	that	the	cooking	indicator	doesnot	rise	above	the	marking	for	the	required	cooking	level	(first	or	second	white	ring).	If	the	energy	source	is	notturned	down,	steam	will	escape	through	the	valve	and	the	amount	of	liquid	in	the	cooker	will	be
reduced.	If	all	ofthe	liquid	should	vaporize,	the	food	will	burn	and	the	cooker	and	burner	may	be	damaged.•	Move	the	pressure	cooker	very	carefully	when	it	is	under	pressure.	Do	not	touch	the	hot	surfaces.	Use	the	handles	and	controls	and,	if	necessary,	potholders.Opening	the	cooker•	Never	try	to	force	the	pressure	cooker	open.	Do	not	open	it
before	you	are	certain	that	it	has	been	fully	depressurized.	You	will	find	information	on	this	in	Chapter	7.•	Always	shake	the	pressure	cooker	before	you	open	it,	to	make	sure	that	pockets	of	steam	will	not	spatter	up	andscald	you.	This	is	especially	important	for	quick	depressurizing	or	if	you	cool	the	cooker	under	running	water.•	Always	keep	your
hands,	head	and	body	out	of	the	danger	zone	when	depressurizing	the	pressure	cooker,	for	theescaping	steam	could	injure	you.	Be	particularly	careful	about	this	when	you	are	depressurizing	quickly	with	thehelp	of	the	release	button.Important•	Do	not	use	the	pressure	cooker	if	it	–	or	any	of	its	parts	–	is	damaged	or	deformed	or	does	not	function	as
described	in	these	Instructions	for	Use.	In	this	case,	get	in	touch	immediately	with	the	closest	Fissler	retailer	or	withthe	Customer	Service	Department	at	Fissler	GmbH.	(For	the	address,	see	Chapter	13.)Please	keep	these	Instructions	for	Use	in	a	safe	place.3.	Description	and	advantages	of	the	vitaquick®See	Fig.	A1.	Lid	handle	-	removable	for	easy
cleaning2.	Release	button	-	for	depressurizing	and	opening	the	cooker	3.	Locking	indicator	-	shows	whether	the	cooker	is	properly	closed	4.	Openings	for	steam	escape	-	while	building	pressure	-	when	the	Euromatic	is	triggered	-	when	depressurizing	with	the	release	button28Page	7GBFNLIEPGRTRRUSSPLCZARA5.	Control	valve	unit	-	with	cooking
indicator	-	with	a	vent	for	automatic	pressure	limitation	(pressure	guard)	-	removable	for	easy	cleaning6.	Large	cooking	indicator	-	with	markings	to	help	regulate	the	gentle	and	fast	levels7.	Openings	for	steam	release	-	when	the	selected	cooking	setting	is	exceeded8.	Positioning	aid	-	for	simple	positioning	of	the	lid9.	Groove	for	positioning	aid	-	for
inserting	the	positioning	aid10.	Nonslip	pot	handle11.	Flame	guard	-	protects	the	handles	when	used	on	gas	stoves12.Volume	marking	-	with	“min”	marking	for	the	minimum	amount	of	liquid	-	with	“½”	marking	for	the	maximum	amount	of	foods	that	rise	-	with	“max”	marking	for	the	maximum	amount	of	normal	foods13.	Insets	for	steaming	(depending
on	model)	-	elongated	perforations	for	optimum	penetration	of	steam	-	with	ridged	surface	for	free	steam	flow,	even	with	large	items	-	with	a	tripod	stand14.	Conical	pot	bodies	-	for	stacking	pots,	even	those	with	the	same	diameter15.	Super-Thermic	base	-	suitable	for	all	types	of	stoves,	including	induction16.	Helper	handle	-	with	deep	recessed	grip
for	safe	carrying17.	Safety	nubs	(safety	mechanism)	-	prevents	pressure	from	building	if	the	cooker	is	not	closed	properly18.	Fissler	Euromatic	(safety	mechanism)	-	for	automatic	pressure	building	-	prevents	pressure	building	if	the	cooker	is	not	properly	closed	-	automatically	limits	pressure	-	prevents	the	cooker	from	being	opened	as	long	as	there	is
pressure19.	Fastening	screw	for	lid	handle	-	no	tools	are	needed	-	with	a	flat	gasket,	fixed	in	the	lid20.	Silicone	gasket	(safety	mechanism)	-	made	of	high-quality	silicone	-	with	safety	pockets	to	limit	pressure21.	Screw	for	fastening	the	control	valve	unit	-	with	coin	slot,	can	be	removed	without	tools22.	Silicone	membrane	-	for	sealing	the	cooking
indicatorDDescription	and	advantages	of	the	vitaquick®29Page	8SchnellkochenDescriptionandkurzadvantageserklärt	of	the	vitaquick®	/	Before	using	for	the	first	time23.	O-ring	-	for	sealing	the	control	valve	unit24.Valve	base	seal	-	to	seal	the	valve	baseSee	Fig.	Ba.	CE	symbol	(ensures	that	the	cooker	complies	with	the	EC	directive	for	pressure
cookers)b.	Nominal	capacity	(not	equal	to	usable	capacity)c.	Maximum	operating	pressure	(maximum	permissible	steam	release	pressure	of	the	valve)d.	Manufacturing	date	(calendar	week/year)4.	Before	using	for	the	first	timeMake	sure	you	understand	how	the	cooker	is	used	before	you	try	it	out.Opening	the	cookerSee	Fig.	CPress	the	release	button
(Fig.	A-2)	on	the	lid	handle	in	the	direction	shown	by	the	arrow,	and	turn	the	lid	to	the	rightas	far	as	possible.	Now	you	can	remove	the	lid.Positioning	aidOn	the	lid,	there	is	a	metal	tab	that	says	“Close”	(Fig.	A-8).	The	counterpart	to	it	is	a	groove	(Fig.	A-9)	in	the	pothandle.	This	makes	it	easy	to	place	the	lid	in	the	correct	position.Closing	the
cookerSee	Fig.	DTo	put	the	lid	on	the	cooker,	hold	it	slightly	slanted,	place	the	positioning	aid	in	the	groove	on	the	pot	handle,	andthen	lower	it.	The	correct	position	for	the	lid	is	also	indicated	by	red	dots	on	the	positioning	aid	and	the	pot	handle.	Ifthese	dots	are	perfectly	aligned,	the	lid	can	be	put	on	the	pot.See	Fig.	ETo	close,	turn	the	lid	to	the	left
as	far	as	possible,	until	the	cooker	locks	with	an	audible	“click.”Locking	indicatorSee	Fig.	FThe	locking	indicator	(Fig.	A-3)	in	the	lid	handle	will	tell	you	whether	the	cooker	is	correctly	closed	and	ready	to	use:Green	=	The	cooker	is	properly	closed	and	ready	for	use.Red	=	The	cooker	is	not	properly	closed,	and	no	pressure	can	be	built
up.CleaningWash	the	pot,	lid	and	silicone	gasket	thoroughly	before	using	the	pressure	cooker	for	the	first	time.	This	will	removeany	traces	of	polishing	dust	and	minor	impurities.We	recommend	the	subsequent	use	of	Fissler	Stainless	Steel	Care	(or	another	product	for	the	care	of	stainless	steelcookware)	for	the	pot	and	lid.	This	will	make	the	stainless
steel	more	resistant	to	the	influences	of	salts	and	acidicsubstances.	Residues	of	the	care	product	should	be	thoroughly	washed	off.	Use	the	care	product	as	needed	or	whenyou	notice	changes	in	the	appearance	of	the	stainless	steel	surface.30Page	9Control	valve	unit	(Fig.	A-5)See	Fig.	GRemove	the	control	valve	unit	from	the	lid.	Use	your	finger	to
check	whether	the	cooking	indicator	(1)	and	the	valvebody	(2)	can	move	freely	and	spring	back.Ø	18	cm:	200	mlØ	22	cm:	250	mlØ	26	cm:	300	ml“max“The	pressure	cooker	may	only	be	filled	up	to	⅔	full	to	function	safely	(see	“max“	marking).GBFTRRUSS“min“Depending	on	the	diameter	of	the	pressure	cooker,	at	least	200-300	ml	of	liquid	is
necessary	to	produce	steam,regardless	of	whether	you	are	using	an	inset	or	not.	Never	use	the	pressure	cooker	without	having	this	minimumamount	of	liquid	(see	“min“	marking).PLSee	Fig.	LPlease	note	the	following	information	on	filling	amounts.	A	scale	found	on	the	inside	of	the	pot	will	make	it	easier	tomeasure	these	amounts.CZFilling
capacityARASilicone	gasket	(Fig.	A-20)	and	safety	nubs	(Fig.	A-17)See	Fig.	KMake	sure	that	the	silicone	gasket	and	the	edge	of	the	lid	are	clean,	that	the	silicone	gasket	has	not	been	damaged,and	that	the	safety	nubs	can	move	freely.	Insert	the	silicone	gasket	so	that	it	lies	completely	flat,	under	the	part	of	theedge	that	curves	inward,	on	the	inside	of
the	lid.	The	silicone	gasket	must	fit	in	front	of	the	safety	nubs,	that	is,	pressedaway	from	the	edge	of	the	lid.GRPEuromatic	(Fig.	A-18)See	Fig.	H+IMake	sure	that	the	Euromatic	is	clean	and	can	move	freely	in	the	lid.	The	o-ring	must	lie	completely	in	the	grooveprovided	for	it.See	Fig.	JUse	your	finger	to	check	whether	the	white	ball	in	the	Euromatic
does	not	stick	and	can	move	freely	and	springback.NLYour	vitaquick®	pressure	cooker	is	equipped	with	various	mechanisms	that	automatically	make	your	pressure	cookersafe.	Before	you	use	the	pressure	cooker,	and	each	time	you	use	it,	be	sure	to	check	that	the	following	safetymechanisms	are	functioning	properly.	Never	alter	these	in	any	way.
Make	sure	that	the	control	valve	unit	and	the	lidhandle	are	properly	and	firmly	attached	before	you	begin	to	cook.	You	will	find	information	on	this	in	Chapter	10.ISafety	mechanismsE5.	Information	on	using	your	pressure	cookerDInformation	on	using	your	pressure	cooker31Page	10Information	on	using	your	pressure	cooker“½“For	foods	that	foam	or
expand	during	cooking,	such	as	rice,	legumes,	broths,	or	dried	vegetables,	the	pressure	cookermay	only	be	filled	half	full	(see	“½“	marking).Important:Never	cook	without	sufficient	liquid,	and	make	sure	that	the	liquid	in	the	pressure	cooker	never	steams	awaycompletely.	Otherwise,	the	food	may	burn	and	the	cooker,	handles	and	burner	can	be
damaged	(see	safety	instructions).Suitable	stovesThe	fully	encapsulated	Super-Thermic	base	base	ensures	excellent	heat	absorption,	distribution	and	storage	and	canbe	used	on	all	kinds	of	stoves,	including	induction.Regulating	the	heat	sourceHeat	source	levels1-12	levels1-9	levels1-6	levels1-3	levelsBrowning	(open	cooker)9-126-94-62-3Building
steam,	expelling	air12963Continuing	to	cook,	steaming,heating	up,	thawing1-61-41-3½-1½The	indicated	settings	should	serve	as	guidelines.	For	induction	cooking,	depending	on	the	power,	lower	settings	maybe	used.	Please	also	refer	to	the	information	given	in	the	instructions	for	your	stove.Whether	empty	or	containing	fat,	an	open	pressure	cooker
may	never	be	heated	at	the	highest	energy	level	formore	than	2	minutes.	If	overheated,	the	base	can	turn	golden.	This	discoloration	does	not	affect	how	well	the	cookerfunctions,	however.Solid/glass	ceramic	(radiation/halogen):	The	diameter	of	the	burner	should	be	the	same	as	or	smaller	than	thediameter	of	the	pot	base.Gas	stove:	Place	the	cooker
in	the	center,	and	make	sure	that	the	flames	do	not	extend	up	the	sides	of	the	cooker.Induction:	Always	place	the	cooker	in	the	center	of	the	cooking	zone.	The	base	of	the	pot	should	be	the	same	sizeas	or	larger	than	the	cooking	zone.	Otherwise,	it	is	possible	that	the	cooking	zone	will	not	be	triggered	by	the	potbase.32Page	11GBSpecial	information
for	induction	stoves:	To	prevent	overheating	and	damage	to	the	cookware	as	a	result	of	thehigh	induction	power,	never	heat	the	cooker	up	empty	or	unattended.	Please	also	adhere	to	the	Instructions	for	Useprovided	by	the	stove	manufacturer.	A	humming	sound	may	come	from	your	cooker	while	it	is	in	use.	This	sound	hastechnical	reasons	and	does
not	indicate	that	there	is	a	defect	in	your	stove	or	cookware.DInformation	on	using	your	pressure	cooker	/	Cooking	with	the	vitaquick®Numerous	cooking	methods	are	possible	in	your	pressure	cooker:	stewing	or	braising,	sautéing	and	deep-frying(without	the	lid),	as	well	as	thawing,	preserving,	and	extracting	juice.	You	will	find	more	information	on
ways	to	useyour	pressure	cooker,	as	well	as	on	how	to	use	the	insets,	in	Chapter	8.NLI6.	Cooking	with	the	vitaquick®E-	When	cooking	at	the	gentle	or	speed	setting,	regulate	the	energy	source	so	that	the	cooking	indicator	does	notrise	above	the	marking	for	the	cooking	speed	selected.-	Use	a	burner	that	is	the	right	size.	(See	notes	above)-	Choose
cookware	that	is	the	right	size	for	the	amount	of	food	you	are	preparing.-	Take	advantage	of	the	heat	stored	in	the	base.	Turn	off	the	heat	source	even	before	the	end	of	the	cooking	period,so	that	you	can	use	the	cooling	off	period.FTips	for	saving	energyThen	place	the	lid	on	the	cooker	and	close	it.	If	the	locking	indicator	(Fig.	A-3)	in	the	lid	handle	is
green,	the	cooker	isready	to	start	cooking.	(See	Chapter	4)GRPlace	the	ingredients	called	for	in	your	recipe	in	the	pressure	cooker.	Make	sure	you	observe	the	specified	fillingcapacities.	(See	Chapter	5)PPreparingSetting	1,	approx.	109°C	(Gentle	Setting)(40	kPa	operating	pressure)RUSOn	your	vitaquick®,	you	can	choose	between	two	cooking
settings:	gentle	cooking	and	speed	cooking.“	The	table	ofcooking	times	(Chapter	9)	will	give	you	suggestions	for	this.TRSelecting	the	cooking	settingSfor	delicate	foods,	such	as	fish	or	vegetablesCZARAfor	all	other	foods,	such	as	meats	or	stewsPLSetting	2,	approx.	117°C	(Speed	Setting)(80	kPa	operating	pressure)33Page	12Cooking	with	the
vitaquick®Building	pressure	and	expelling	airSet	your	heat	source	to	high	to	heat	up	the	pressure	cooker.	Steam	will	escape	from	under	the	lid	handle	(Fig.	A-1),along	with	the	atmospheric	oxygen	that	can	destroy	vitamins.	This	process	can	take	a	few	minutes.	As	soon	as	theEuromatic	closes	and	no	more	steam	is	expelled,	pressure	will	begin	to	build
up.	The	cooking	indicator	(Fig.	A-6)	willsoon	begin	to	rise.Cooking	indicatorThe	cooking	indicator	uses	two	markings	(white	rings)	to	show	you	when	the	relevant	cooking	setting	has	beenreached.See	Fig.	MFirst	ring:	„Cooking	setting	1	(gentle	setting)	has	been	reached“To	cook	on	the	gentle	setting,	you	must	turn	down	the	heat	just	before	the	first
white	ring	becomes	visible.	The	stovemust	be	regulated	so	that	this	first	ring	remains	visible	throughout	the	entire	cooking	period,	but	is	not	exceeded.See	Fig.	NSecond	ring:„Cooking	setting	2	(speed	cooking	setting)	has	been	reached“To	cook	on	the	speed	setting,	you	must	turn	the	heat	down	once	the	first	white	ring	becomes	visible.	The	stove
mustbe	regulated	so	that	the	second	ring	remains	visible	throughout	the	cooking	period,	but	is	not	exceeded.If	the	cooking	indicator	rises	further	after	the	appearance	of	the	second	white	ring,	there	will	be	an	audible	hissingand	steam	will	escape	from	the	control	valve.	This	means	that	the	heat	is	too	intense	and	must	be	turned	down,otherwise	the
cooker	will	lose	liquid	due	to	the	release	of	steam.Important:Make	sure	that	the	liquid	in	the	pressure	cooker	never	completely	vaporizes.	(See	information	in	Chapter	5.)Cooking	timesThe	actual	cooking	time	begins	once	the	selected	cooking	setting	(first	or	second	white	ring)	has	been	reached.	Youwill	find	the	cooking	times	for	various	foods	in
Chapter	9.Basic	rules:1.	The	cooking	time	at	Setting	2	is	about	½	to	⅓	of	the	normal	cooking	time.2.	The	cooking	time	at	Setting	1	is	about	50%	longer	than	at	Setting	2.3.	Cooking	times	for	the	same	food	can	vary,	since	the	amount,	size	and	consistency	of	the	foods	influence	thecooking	time.34Page	13Cooking	with	the	vitaquick®	/	Depressurizing
the	vitaquick®Cooking	time	at	Setting	2Cooking	time	at	Setting	1About	30	min.About	12	min.About	18	minAt	the	end	of	the	cooking	time,	remove	the	pressure	cooker	from	the	heat	source	and	depressurize	it.	(Seeinformation	in	the	following	chapter.)	Only	then	can	you	open	it.FConventional	cooking	timeGBDFor	example,	boiled	potatoes:Note:As
long	as	there	is	any	pressure	in	the	cooker,	the	release	button	cannot	be	pressed	completely.	This	is	normal,	and	itensures	that	the	cooker	cannot	be	accidentally	opened	while	under	pressure.	Do	not	try	to	force	the	release	button!Method	2“Let	it	cool	off	”If	you	would	like	to	take	advantage	of	the	residual	energy	in	the	cooker,	use	this	method.
Shortly	before	the	end	ofthe	cooking	time,	take	the	cooker	off	the	stove	and	just	let	it	gradually	cool	down	until	the	cooking	indicator	has	sunkcompletely.IEPGRTRRUSSee	Fig.	OPress	the	release	button	(Fig.	A-2)	gently	in	the	direction	shown	by	the	arrow,	and	steam	will	escape	from	under	thelid	handle	(Fig.	A-4).	Hold	the	button	in	until	the	cooking
indicator	has	fallen	back	into	its	socket	completely	and	nomore	steam	is	escaping.	Then	release	the	button,	shake	the	cooker	gently,	and	press	the	release	button	again.	Repeatthis	until	no	more	steam	escapes.	Once	the	cooker	is	depressurized,	the	Euromatic	will	sink.	The	release	button	cannow	be	pressed	in	completely	to	open	the	cooker.SMethod
1“Quick	depressurizing	with	the	release	button”PLThe	way	you	depressurize	depends	on	the	food	you	are	cooking.	For	foods	that	tend	to	foam	or	rise,	such	as	legumes,	soups	or	stews,	or	for	foods	with	a	delicate	peel,	such	as	jacket	potatoes,	do	not	select	a	method	that	reducesthe	pressure	quickly,	as	this	could	cause	the	food	to	be	ejected	or	the	peel
to	burst.CZThere	are	3	ways	to	depressurize	your	vitaquick®.ARAImportant:Never	try	to	force	the	pressure	cooker	open.	The	cooker	can	only	be	opened	when	the	cooking	indicator	hasfallen	into	its	socket	completely	and	no	more	steam	escapes	when	the	release	button	is	activated.	Once	the	cooker	has	been	depressurized,	the	release	button	can	be
easily	pressed	in	order	to	open	the	cooker.	Always	gentlyshake	the	cooker	before	you	open	it,	to	release	steam	pockets	that	may	have	formed	in	the	food.	If	you	do	notdo	this,	you	may	be	scalded	by	spattering	food	and	steam.NL7.	Depressurizing	the	vitaquick®35Page	14Depressurizing	the	vitaquick®	/	Ways	to	use	your	pressure	cookerThen	press	the
release	button	gently	in	order	to	release	any	residual	pressure.	When	no	more	steam	escapes,	letgo	of	the	button,	shake	the	cooker	gently,	and	then	press	the	release	button	again.	Repeat	this	step	until	no	moresteam	escapes.	When	the	cooker	is	fully	depressurized,	the	Euromatic	will	sink	again.	Then	the	release	button	can	bepressed	in	fully	to	open
the	cooker.This	method	is	especially	good	for	foods	with	longer	cooking	times.Method	3“Depressurize	under	running	water”See	Fig.	QIf	the	escaping	steam	bothers	you,	cool	off	the	cooker	under	running	water.	Just	place	the	cooker	in	the	sink	and	letcold	water	run	over	the	side	of	the	lid	(not	over	the	lid	handle	or	control	valve	unit)	until	the	cooking
indicator	hassunk	completely.Then	press	the	release	button	gently	to	release	any	residual	pressure.	When	no	more	steam	escapes,	let	go	ofthe	button,	shake	the	cooker	gently,	and	then	press	the	release	button	again.	Repeat	this	step	until	no	more	steamescapes.	When	the	cooker	is	fully	depressurized,	the	Euromatic	will	sink.	Then	the	release	button
can	be	presseddown	fully	to	open	the	cooker.8.	Ways	to	use	your	pressure	cookerBraising	meatBraising	is	a	combination	of	searing	and	stewing.	The	meat	is	first	browned	at	a	high	temperature	and	then	simmeredin	liquid.•	Heat	the	pressure	cooker	or	pressure	skillet	without	fat	at	medium	heat	(⅔	of	stove	power).•	Sprinkle	a	few	drops	of	cold	water
into	the	pot.	If	they	form	clear	pearls	that	“dance	around”	in	the	pot,	this	is	theright	temperature	for	browning	meat,	with	or	without	fat.	Carefully	remove	the	water	from	the	pot,	using	a	papertowel,	for	example,	before	adding	fat	or	placing	the	meat	in	the	pot.•	Press	the	meat	down	firmly.	After	a	few	minutes,	it	will	loosen	by	itself	and	can	then	be
turned.	Then	you	can	addany	other	ingredients	needed.•	Add	the	liquid	called	for	in	your	recipe,	but	at	least	200-300	ml.	(See	Chapter	5)•	Close	the	cooker.•	Build	the	pressure	and	regulate	the	required	cooking	setting.	(See	Chapter	6)Note:	Meat	is	generally	cooked	at	Setting	2.	See	Chapter	9.Soups	and	stewsSoups	and	stews	are	always	cooked
without	the	inset.•	The	cooker	must	never	be	more	than	⅔	full	(“max“	marking).	In	the	case	of	foods	that	swell	or	foam	a	great	deal,only	half	full	(“½“	marking).•	First	heat	the	soup	in	the	open	cooker	and	scoop	off	all	of	the	foam	that	forms.•	Stir.36Page	15Note:	Soups	and	stews	are	generally	cooked	at	Setting	2.	See	Chapter	9.GB•	Close	the
cooker.•	Build	the	pressure	and	regulate	the	required	cooking	setting.	(See	Chapter	6)DWays	to	use	your	pressure	cookerI•	Add	a	minimum	of	200-300	ml	of	liquid	(see	“min“	marking)	to	the	pressure	cooker.	If	desired,	also	add	herbs,seasonings	or	wine.•	Place	the	washed	vegetables	in	the	perforated	inset	and	put	the	inset	on	top	of	the	tripod	in	the
pot.•	Close	the	cooker.•	Build	the	pressure	and	regulate	the	required	cooking	setting.	(See	Chapter	6)NLVegetables	and	other	delicate	foods	can	be	steamed	very	gently	in	the	perforated	inset.	Depending	on	the	model,the	inset	may	be	included	or	else	sold	separately.FVegetables	and	potatoesCooking	riceENote:	Vegetables	are	generally	cooked	at
Setting	1.	See	Chapter	9.GRTR•	Place	rice	and	water	in	a	1:2	ratio	in	the	pressure	cooker.•	Add	salt	as	desired.•	Add	at	least	the	minimum	amount	of	liquid.•	Close	the	cooker.•	Build	the	pressure	and	control	at	cooking	setting	2	(second	white	ring).•	Cook	about	7-9	minutes	at	Setting	2,	then	depressurize	and	open	the	cooker.•	Or	else	remove	the
cooker	from	the	stove,	set	it	aside,	and	let	the	rice	simmer	gently	for	about	15	minutes.	Thenopen	the	cooker.PRice	can	be	cooked	in	the	pressure	cooker	without	an	inset.	To	prepare	brown	rice:Fish	can	be	cooked	in	its	own	juice,	with	the	minimum	amount	of	liquid,	at	the	bottom	of	the	cooker	or	elsesteamed	in	the	perforated	inset.SCooking
fishRUSNote:	Rice	can	also	be	cooked	in	the	unperforated	inset.	Pour	at	least	the	minimum	amount	of	liquid	into	the	cooker.Then	put	the	unperforated	inset	containing	rice	and	water	(ratio	about	1:1)	in	the	cooker.Deep-fryingPLNote:	Fish	is	generally	cooked	at	Setting	2.	See	Chapter	9.ARA•	Fill	the	cooker	at	most	half	full	(“½“	marking)	with	fat.•
Heat	the	fat	at	medium.	Do	not	overheat	it.•	The	right	temperature	for	deep-frying	has	been	reached	if	bubbles	immediately	form	around	the	handle	of	awooden	spoon	when	it	is	dipped	in	the	hot	fat.•	Never	cover	the	cooker!CZFoods	can	only	be	deep-fried	in	the	pressure	cooker	without	the	lid!To	prevent	burns	caused	by	foaming	or	spattering	oil,
make	sure	that	the	pot	you	use	is	high	enough.37Page	16Ways	to	use	your	pressure	cookerPreparing	frozen	foodsFrozen	foods	can	be	very	easily	prepared	in	the	pressure	cooker.•	Meat:	Thaw	a	bit	before	browning.•	Foods	without	sauce:	Place	in	the	cooker	in	the	perforated	inset.•	Foods	with	sauce:	Place	in	the	cooker	in	the	unperforated	inset.•
Place	at	least	200-300	ml	of	liquid	(see	“min“	marking)	in	the	pressure	cooker.•	Close	the	cooker.•	Build	the	pressure	and	regulate	the	required	cooking	setting.	(See	Chapter	6)PreservingThe	pressure	cooker	can	also	be	used	for	preserving	foods.	Depending	on	the	size	of	the	preserving	jars,	you	shoulduse	the	4.5	l	model	or	larger.•	Fill	the	jars	up	to
about	one	finger’s	breadth	under	the	edge	and	close	them.•	Place	at	least	200-300	ml	of	liquid	(see	“min“	marking)	in	the	pressure	cooker.•	Place	the	preserving	jars	in	the	cooker	in	the	perforated	inset.•	Close	the	cooker.•	Build	the	pressure	and	regulate	the	required	cooking	setting.	(See	Chapter	6)Preserving	times:MarmeladeSetting	11-2
min.Fruits/pickled	vegetablesSetting	18-10	min.Vegetables/meatSetting	220-25	min.Do	not	depressurize	the	cooker	quickly,	but	let	it	cool	off	slowly,	otherwise	the	jars	could	burst!Extracting	juiceBoth	the	perforated	and	the	unperforated	insets	are	needed	for	extracting	juice	from	small	amounts	of	fruit.•	Prepare	the	fruit.•	Add	at	least	200-300	ml	of
liquid	(see	“min“	marking)	to	the	pressure	cooker.•	Place	the	fruit	in	the	perforated	inset.•	Put	the	perforated	inset	on	the	unperforated	inset,	and	put	this	in	the	cooker.•	Close	the	cooker.•	Build	the	pressure	and	control	at	cooking	setting	2	(second	white	ring).	(See	Chapter	6)Juice	extraction	times:BerriesSetting	212	min.Fruits	with	pitsSetting	218
min.Fruits	with	coresSetting	225	min.Do	not	depressurize	the	cooker	quickly,	but	let	it	cool	off	slowly.38Page	17FBaby	bottles	or	other	items	for	use	in	the	home	(not	for	medical	use)	can	be	sterilized	in	the	pressure	cooker.•	Place	at	least	200-300	ml	of	liquid	(see	“min“	marking)	in	the	pressure	cooker.•	Place	the	bottles	with	their	opening	pointed
downward	in	the	perforated	inset.•	Close	the	cooker.•	Build	the	pressure	and	control	at	cooking	setting	2	(second	white	ring),	and	sterilize	for	20	minutes.GBSterilizingDWays	to	use	your	pressure	cooker	/	Cooking	timesPRules:•	Cook	fish	over	vegetables.•	Cook	vegetables	over	meat.•	Foods	with	similar	cooking	times	should	be	placed	in	the	cooker
and	cooked	at	the	same	time.•	For	foods	with	different	cooking	times,	first	place	the	food	with	the	longest	cooking	time	in	the	cooker	and	startcooking	it.	When	the	remaining	cooking	time	of	this	food	is	the	same	as	the	cooking	time	of	the	other	foods,remove	the	cooker	from	the	stove,	depressurize	and	open	it,	add	the	other	foods,	and	then	finish
cooking.•	Since	some	steam	will	escape	when	the	cooker	is	opened,	at	least	300	ml	of	liquid	should	be	added	to	begin	with.IBy	using	the	insets,	you	can	prepare	several	foods	at	the	same	time,	one	on	top	of	the	other.ECooking	a	whole	mealNLDo	not	depressurize	the	cooker	quickly,	but	let	it	cool	off	slowly.Basic	rules:-	The	cooking	time	at	Setting	2	is
about	½	to	⅓	of	the	normal	cooking	time.-	The	cooking	time	at	Setting	1	is	about	50%	longer	than	at	Setting	2.-	Cooking	times	for	the	same	food	can	vary,	depending	on	the	amount,	shape,	size	and	consistency.-	The	smaller	the	pieces	of	food,	the	shorter	the	cooking	time	will	be.-	The	greater	the	total	amount	of	food,	the	longer	the	cooking
timeExample:Jacket	potatoes	(whole),	approx.	12	minutes;	boiled	potatoes	(cut	in	half	or	quarters),	about	8	minutesTRRUSSThe	cooking	times	shown	here	should	serve	as	guidelines	and	are	calculated	on	the	basis	of	approximately	2-3portions.PL9.	Cooking	timesCZFirst	place	the	roulades	in	the	cooker	and	cook	them	at	Setting	2	for	12	minutes.	Then
remove	the	cooker	from	theburner,	depressurize	it,	open	the	cooker,	and	place	the	potatoes	in	the	cooker	in	the	perforated	inset	over	the	roulades	by	using	the	tripod.	Close	the	cooker,	build	pressure,	and	cook	at	Setting	2	for	an	additional	8	minutes.GRExample:Beef	roulades	(20	min.)	with	boiled	potatoes	(8	min.)If	you	are	not	certain	about	a
cooking	time,	cook	the	food	for	a	shorter	period	to	begin	with.	You	can	always	continue	cooking	it.ARAUse	the	cooking	times	given	here	to	work	out	your	own	personal	times.39Page	18Cooking	timesPorkSpicy	pork	stew	/	Goulash	Pork	roast	Pork	shank	Pork	knuckle,	fresh	15-20	min.	Setting	225-30	min.	Setting	2	30-35	min.	Setting	230-40	min.
Setting	2Veal	and	beefVeal	Stroganoff	Roast	veal	Veal	shank	5-6	min.	Setting	215-20	min.	Setting	215-20	min.	Setting	2Beef	goulash	Beef	shank	(for	soup)	Roulades	/	Roast	fillet	Sauerbraten	/	Roast	loin	Roast	beef	Boiled	beef	15-20	min.	Setting	220-25	min.	Setting	220-25	min.	Setting	225-30	min.	Setting	230-40	min.	Setting	240-60	min.	Setting
2PoultryChicken	breast/leg	Turkey	breast/drumstick	Stewing/Soup	chicken	(depending	on	size	and	age)	10-15	min.	Setting	220-25	min.	Setting	225-35	min.	Setting	2Game	and	lambSaddle	of	deer	Roast	deer	venison	Elk	venison	stew	Roast	elk	venison	Wild	boar	goulash	Roast	wild	boar	Roast	hare	Lamb	stew	Roast	lamb	FishFish	stew	Salmon	Halibut
Haddock	Ocean	perch	40about	15	min.	Setting	2about	20	min.	Setting	215-20	min.	Setting	2about	25	min.	Setting	215-20	min.	Setting	2about	25	min.	Setting	215-20	min.	Setting	210-15	min.	Setting	215-20	min.	Setting	23-4	min.	Setting	15-6	min.	Setting	16-7	min.	Setting	16-7	min.	Setting	17-8	min.	Setting	1Soups	and	stewsVegetable	soup	Potato
soup	Goulash	soup	Beef	broth	4-6	min.	Setting	26-8	min.	Setting	210-15	min.	Setting	235-40	min.	Setting	2VegetablesArtichokes	(whole)	Cauliflower/broccoli	(florets)	Cauliflower	(whole)	Green	beans	(fresh)	Kohlrabi	(pieces)	Corn	on	the	cob	Mixed	vegetables	Carrots	Green/red	peppers	Red/white	cabbage	(strips)	White	asparagus	(whole)	Savoy
cabbage	(strips)	15-20	min.	Setting	12-3	min.	Setting	18-10	min.	Setting	15-7	min.	Setting	15-8	min.	Setting	15-6	min.	Setting	15-6	min.	Setting	14-6	min.	Setting	11-2	min.	Setting	17-10	min.	Setting	15-7	min.	Setting	1	7-10	min.	Setting	1Boiled	potatoes	(in	quarters)	Jacket	potatoes	(whole)	8-10	min.	Setting	212-15	min.	Setting	2Legumes	and	grains
Lentils	(not	presoaked)	Peas	(shelled,	not	presoaked)	Barley	10-15	min.	Setting	212-15	min.	Setting	215-20	min.	Setting	2Millet,	buckwheat	(do	not	leave	to	swell)Brown	rice	(do	not	leave	to	swell)6-7	min.	Setting	27-9	min.	Setting	2Oats,	wheat,	barley,	rye,	8-9	min.	Setting	2spelt,	unripe	spelt	grain(leave	to	swell)Depressurize	the	cooker	and	allowthe
contents	to	swell	after	cookingin	the	closed	pot	for	about	15	minutes.Page	19Lid	handle	(Fig.	A-1)To	remove:	See	Fig.	TRemove	the	lid	handle	by	turning	the	lid	screw	(Fig.	A-19)	on	the	inside	of	the	lid	in	a	counter-clockwise	direction.To	mount:	See	Fig.	UHold	the	lid	handle	in	your	hand	and	place	the	lid	on	it	in	the	appropriate	position.	Turn	the	lid
screw	in	a	clockwisedirection	and	tighten	it	firmly.StorageThe	silicone	gasket	should	be	stored	in	a	dark	place	(protected	from	sunlight	and	UV	radiation),	dry	and	clean.	Thesilicone	gasket	will	last	longer	if	you	place	the	lid	upside	down	on	top	of	the	pot	after	it	is	cleaned,	so	that	the	ringwill	not	be	crushed.MaintenanceThe	parts	of	the	pressure
cooker	that	are	subject	to	wear	must	be	replaced	regularly.	You	will	find	additional	information	on	this	in	Chapter	12.GBFNLIEPGRTRControl	valve	unit	(Fig.	A-5)To	remove:	See	Fig.	RUndo	the	fastening	screw	(Fig.A-21)	by	turning	it	counter-clockwise	and	remove	the	control	valve	unit.	The	fasteningscrew	can	be	loosened	without	any	tools	simply	by
using	a	one	cent	coin.To	mount:	See	Fig.	SInsert	the	control	valve	unit	in	the	proper	place	from	above	into	the	lid	(in	the	centre	of	the	pin),	screw	in	thefastening	screw	in	a	clockwise	direction	from	the	bottom,	and	tighten	firmly.RUSMounting	the	control	valve	unit	and	lid	handleSPlease	note:-	To	clean,	use	clear,	hot	water	and	dishwashing	liquid	and
a	dishwashing	sponge	or	a	soft	brush.	Do	not	use	pointed,rough	or	sharp	objects.	If	the	inside	or	bottom	is	very	dirty,	you	can	use	the	rough	side	of	the	sponge.-	Do	not	let	food	residues	dry	onto	the	cooker,	and	do	not	store	foods	in	the	cooker	for	a	long	time,	as	this	couldcause	stains	in	the	stainless	steel	and	changes	in	the	surface.-	To	maintain	the
stainless	steel	surface,	use	Fissler	Stainless	Steel	Care	regularly.	It	is	outstanding	for	removing	rainbow	discolorations	or	films.-	When	cleaning	the	cooker	parts	in	the	dishwasher,	use	only	conventional	household	dishwashing	products	in	theamounts	recommended	by	the	manufacturer.	Do	not	use	industrial	detergents	or	highly	concentrated
cleaningproducts.PLAlways	wash	the	pressure	cooker	after	you	have	used	it.-	Remove	the	silicone	gasket	from	the	lid	and	wash	it	by	hand.-	Rinse	the	control	valve	unit	under	running	water	or	remove	and	clean	if	necessary.-	Remove	the	lid	handle	when	needed	(at	the	latest,	when	it	looks	dirty)	and	rinse	it	under	running	water.-	The	pot,	lid	(without
the	silicone	gasket,	control	valve	unit,	and	lid	handle),	and	insets	can	also	be	placed	in	thedishwasher.CZCleaningARA10.	Cleaning	and	careDCleaning	and	care41Page	20Questions	and	answers11.	Questions	and	answersImportant:	Always	turn	off	the	energy	source	and	let	the	pressure	cooker	cool	off	before	you	attempt	to	eliminate	a
problem.ProblemPossible	reasonHow	to	correct	the	problemWhen	the	cooker	isbuilding	pressure,	steamescapes	longer	than	usualfrom	under	the	lid	handle(the	Euromatic).The	cooker	is	not	closed	properly.	(Theindicator	in	the	lid	handle	is	red.)Close	the	cooker	properly.	(See	Chapter4)	(The	indicator	in	the	lid	handle	isgreen.)The	heat	source	is	not
high	enough.Set	the	heat	source	at	its	highest	level.The	cooking	zone	is	not	the	right	size	forthe	pressure	cooker.Place	the	pressure	cooker	on	a	cookingzone	with	the	right	size.	(See	Chapter	5)The	lid	handle	is	loose.Tighten	the	fastening	screw	of	the	lidhandle	on	the	inside	of	the	lid.The	Fissler	Euromatic	or	its	o-ring	is	dirty	Clean	or	replace	the
part.or	damaged.(See	Chapter	13)No	steam	escapes	whenthe	cooker	is	buildingpressure.Steam	and/or	drops	ofwater	escape	at	the	edgeof	the	lid	before	thecooking	indicator	beginsto	rise.The	cooking	indicatordoes	not	rise.42Too	little	liquid	was	placed	in	the	cooker.Add	the	minimum	amount	of	liquid(200-300	ml).	(See	Chapter	5)The	heat	source	is
not	set	high	enough.Set	the	heat	source	on	high.The	silicone	gasket	is	not	properly	inplace.Insert	the	silicone	gasket	properly.	(SeeChapter	5)The	silicone	gasket	is	dirty	or	damaged.Clean	or	replace	the	silicone	gasket.The	cooker	is	not	closed	properly.	(Theindicator	in	the	lid	handle	is	red).Close	the	cooker	properly.(See	Chapter	4)(The	indicator	in
the	lid	handle	is	green).Steam	is	escaping	near	the	lid	handle.See	above.Steam	is	escaping	at	the	edge	of	the	lid.See	above.Too	little	liquid	was	placed	in	the	cooker.Add	the	minimum	amount	of	liquid(200-300	ml).	(See	Chapter	5)The	control	valve	unit	is	not	attachedcorrectly	and	firmly.Attach	the	control	valve	unit	correctlyand	tighten	the	fastening
screw.(See	Chapter	10)The	O-ring,	valve	base	seal,	or	siliconemembrane	is	missing,	defective,	or	incorrectly	attached.Replace	the	seal	or	attach	it	correctly.(See	Chapter	12)Page	21The	O-ring,	valve	base	seal,	or	siliconemembrane	is	missing,	defective,	or	incorrectly	attached.Replace	the	seal	or	attach	it	correctly.(See	Chapter	12)The	lid	handle	is
loose.Tighten	the	fastening	screw	of	the	lidhandle	on	the	inside	of	the	lid.The	flat	gasket	for	the	fastening	screw	ofthe	lid	handle	or	the	o-ring	for	the	Euromatic	is	missing,	defective,	or	mountedincorrectly.Replace	the	gasket	or	o-ring	or	mount	itcorrectly.	(See	Chapter	12)If	a	great	deal	of	steam	is	released,	theEuromatic	may	have	been	triggered	asa
safety	mechanism.	This	happens	if	thevalve	is	dirty	or	defective.Remove	the	control	valve	unit	and	cleanor	replace	it.	(See	Chapter	10	and	12)A	great	deal	of	steam	isescaping	from	the	edgeof	the	lid,	although	thecooking	indicator	hasalready	risen.The	silicone	gasket	is	defective.Replace	the	silicone	gasket.(See	Chapter	5	and	12)The	silicone	gasket
has	been	triggeredas	a	safety	mechanism.	This	happens	ifthe	valve	and	the	Euromatic	are	dirty	ordefective.Have	the	cooker	checked	by	FisslerCustomer	Service.Steam	is	escaping	fromunder	the	round	covercap	for	the	lid	handle	orthe	release	button.A	seal	is	defective.Replace	the	lid	handle	or	have	it	checkedby	Fissler	Customer
Service.GRTRRUSSPLCZARASteam	is	escaping	underthe	lid	handle	(near	theEuromatic),	although	thecooking	indicator	hasalready	risen.GBAttach	the	control	valve	unit	correctlyand	tighten	the	fastening	screw.(See	Chapter	10)FThe	control	valve	is	not	attached	correctly	and	firmly.NLTurn	the	heat	source	down.	Adjust	theenergy	source	so	that	the
cooking	indicator	does	not	rise	above	the	markingfor	the	required	cooking	setting	(first	orsecond	white	ring)	throughout	the	entirecooking	period.	(See	Chapter	6)IHow	to	correct	the	problemThe	temperature	is	too	high	for	theselected	cooking	setting.	(The	cookingindicator	has	risen	further	than	thesecond	ring)EPossible	reasonSteam	is	escaping
near	thecontrol	valve	unit.PProblemDQuestions	and	answers43Page	22Questions	and	answersProblemPossible	reasonHow	to	correct	the	problemThe	cooker	is	difficultto	close,	or	the	releasebutton	does	not	pop	outwhen	it	closes.The	lid	and/or	pot	handle	are	not	correctly	mounted.Check	how	the	handles	are	mountedand	tighten	screws	if
necessary.The	lid	handle	is	defective.Replace	the	lid	handle.The	silicone	gasket	is	not	properly	inplace.Insert	the	silicone	gasket	properly.(See	Chapter	5)The	cooker	is	not	properly	closed.(The	indicator	in	the	lid	handle	is	red.)Close	the	cooker	properly.(See	Chapter	4)(The	indicator	in	the	lid	handle	is	green.)There	is	still	pressure	in	the
cooker.Depressurize	the	cooker.(See	Chapter	7)The	Euromatic	is	jammed.Let	go	of	the	release	button.	Push	the	lidhandle	a	little	to	the	left.The	lid	handle	is	loose.The	fastening	screw	has	not	beentightened.Tighten	the	fastening	screw	of	the	lidhandle	on	the	inside	of	the	lid.The	handles	on	the	potare	loose.The	handle	screws	have	not
beentightened.Tighten	the	screws	with	a	screwdriver.The	cooker	cannot	beopened.44Page	23Replace	parts	that	are	subject	to	wear,	such	as	the	silicone	gasket	and	other	rubber	parts,	regularly	after	you	havecooked	with	it	about	400	times,	or	after	2	years	at	the	latest,	with	original	Fissler	replacement	parts.	Parts	that	showvisible	damage	(e.g.	tears,
discolorations	or	deformations)	or	that	do	not	fit	correctly	must	be	replaced	immediately.Otherwise,	the	functioning	and	safety	of	your	pressure	cooker	could	be	affected.GBPlease	noteF12.	Maintenance	and	replacement	partsDMaintenance	and	replacement	partsEuromatic	(Fig.	A-18)To	remove/mount	the	Euromatic,	you	must	first	remove	the	lid
handle.	This	is	very	simple,	as	you	only	have	to	loosenthe	screw	on	the	inside	of	the	lid.	You	can	remove	the	Euromatic	from	the	lid	as	soon	as	you	have	removed	theo-ring.	For	mounting,	guide	the	new	Euromatic	without	the	o-ring	through	the	lid	so	that	the	side	with	the	white	ballis	on	the	inside	of	the	lid.	Then	you	can	mount	the	o-ring	as	described
above.IEPGRTRRUSO-ring	for	Euromatic	(Fig.	A-18)See	Fig.	IThe	o-ring	is	removed/mounted	on	the	inside	of	the	lid.	Make	sure	that	the	ring	lies	totally	in	the	groove	providedfor	it.SValve	base	seal	(Fig.	A-24)See	Fig.	XDetach	the	control	valve	unit	from	the	lid	and	remove	the	old	seal.	Put	the	new	seal	in	place	and	make	sure	that	theseal	is	perfectly
flat	on	both	sides	of	the	lid.PLO-ring	(Fig.	A-23)See	Fig.	WRelease	the	control	valve	unit	from	the	lid	and	remove	the	old	O-ring.Place	the	new	O-ring	in	the	notch	provided	around	the	thread.Make	sure	that	the	O-ring	is	tightly	placed.CZSilicone	membrane	(Fig.	A-22)See	Fig.	VRemove	the	control	valve	unit	from	the	lid	and	pull	the	old	silicone
membrane	off	the	inside	of	the	lid.Place	the	new	silicone	membrane	from	the	inside	into	the	lid	hole.	Check	that	it	is	correctly	positioned	by	rotating	it.Fit	the	control	valve	unit	(see	Section	10).ARASilicone	gasket	(Fig.	A-20)See	Chapter	5.NLInformation	on	replacing	parts45Page	24Maintenance	and	replacement	partsReplacement	partsReplacement
partsDiameterArticle	NumberSilicone	gasket	(Fig.	Y-1)22	cm600-000-22-79526	cm600-000-26-79522	cm610-300-02-85026	cm610-700-04-85022	cm610-300-04-85026	cm610-700-08-85022	cm600-300-02-84026	cm600-700-04-84022	cm600-300-04-840Pot	handle	for	pressure	skillet	(Fig.	Y-2)Pot	handle	for	pressure	cooker	(Fig.	Y-2)Helper	handle	for
pressure	skillet	(Fig.	Y-3)Helper	handle	for	pressure	cooker	(Fig.	Y-3)4626	cm600-700-08-840Lid	handle	(Fig.	Y-4)all600-000-00-770Control	valve	unit	(Fig.	Y-5)all600-000-00-700Silicone	membrane	(Fig.	Y-7)all020-653-00-720O-ring	for	control	valve	unit	(Fig.	Y-8)all021-641-00-780Valve	base	seal	(Fig.	Y-9)all020-653-00-740Set	consisting	of	silicone
membrane,	O-ring,valve	base	seal	(Fig.	Y-7,	8,	9)all600-000-01-706Euromatic,	complete	(Fig.	Y-10)all011-631-00-750O-ring	for	Euromatic	(Fig.	Y-11)all011-631-00-760Fastening	screw	for	lid	handle,	with	flatgasket	(Fig.	Y-12)all600-000-00-712Page	25Maintenance	and	replacement	parts610-300-00-80026	cm610-700-00-80022	cm610-300-00-
820Unperforated	inset	(incl.	tripod)	(Fig.	Z-2)26	cm610-700-00-820Additional	lid,	glass	(Fig.	Z-3)22	cm021-641-22-600Additional	lid,	metal	(Fig.	Z-4)22	cm623-000-22-70026	cm623-000-26-70026	cm022-656-04-600EDeep-frying	basket	(Fig.	Z-5)FArticle	Number22	cmNLDiameterPerforated	inset	(incl.	tripod)	(Fig.	Z-1)IAccessoriesGBDAccessoriesPAll
replacement	parts	can	be	purchased	from	your	Fissler	retailer	or	in	the	specialty	departments	of	departmentstores.	Our	Customer	Service	Department	will	also	be	happy	to	help	you.	(For	addresses,	see	Chapter	13).ARACZPLSRUSTRGRYou	will	find	a	list	of	dealers,	as	well	as	additional	information,	at	www.fissler.com.47Page	26Warranty	and
service13.	Warranty	and	serviceAll	Fissler	products	are	meticulously	manufactured	from	high-quality	materials.	The	quality	of	our	products	is	checkedseveral	times	during	the	manufacturing	process.	On	completion,	they	are	subjected	to	a	stringent	final	check.3-year	manufacturer’s	warrantyThis	is	why	we	provide	a	3-year	warranty	on	all	of	our
pressure	cookers	beginning	with	the	date	of	purchase.	In	theevent	of	a	complaint,	please	return	the	complete	item,	together	with	the	sales	receipt,	to	your	retailer	or	send	it,carefully	packaged,	directly	to	Fissler	Customer	Service	(address	below).Not	included	in	this	warranty	are	all	parts	that	are	subject	to	wear,	such	as	the:-	silicone	gasket-	O-ring
for	control	valve	unit-	valve	base	seal-	silicone	membrane-	o-ring	for	Euromatic-	flat	gasket	for	the	fastening	screw	of	the	lid	handleNo	warranty	is	granted	for	damage	resulting	from	the	following:-	incorrect	or	improper	use-	faulty	or	negligent	handling-	incorrectly	executed	repairs-	the	use	of	replacement	parts	that	are	not	original	Fissler	parts-
chemical	or	physical	influences	on	the	product	surfaces-	noncompliance	with	the	Instructions	for	Use10-year	availability	guarantee	for	replacement	partsAll	functional	parts	of	your	pressure	cooker	can	be	obtained	for	at	least	10	years	after	the	product	is	discontinued.Customer	Service	addressFissler	GmbHCustomer	Service	DepartmentHarald-
Fissler-Str.	10D-55768	Hoppstädten-Weiersbach,	GermanyPhone:	+49	6781	403	556For	additional	information,	go	to	www.fissler.com48	Page	2Replacement	partsReplacement	parts	Diameter	Article	NumberSilicone	gasket	(Fig.	Y-1)	22	cm	600-000-22-79526	cm	600-000-26-795Pot	handle	for	pressure	skillet	(Fig.	Y-2)	22	cm	610-300-02-85026	cm
610-700-04-850Pot	handle	for	pressure	cooker	(Fig.	Y-2)	22	cm	610-300-04-850	26	cm	610-700-08-850Helper	handle	for	pressure	skillet	(Fig.	Y-3)	22	cm	600-300-02-84026	cm	600-700-04-840Helper	handle	for	pressure	cooker	(Fig.	Y-3)	22	cm	600-300-04-84026	cm	600-700-08-840Lid	handle	(Fig.	Y-4)	all	600-000-00-770Control	valve	unit	(Fig.	Y-5)	all
600-000-00-700Silicone	membrane	(Fig.	Y-7)	all	020-653-00-720O-ringforcontrolvalveunit(Fig.Y-8)	all	021-641-00-780Valve	base	seal	(Fig.	Y-9)	all	020-653-00-740Setconsistingofsiliconemembrane,O-ring,valve	base	seal	(Fig.	Y-7,	8,	9)all	600-000-01-706Euromatic,complete(Fig.Y-10)	all	011-631-00-750O-
ringforEuromatic(Fig.Y-11)	all	011-631-00-760Fastening	screw	for	lid	handle,	with	flat	gasket	(Fig.	Y-12)all	600-000-00-712Maintenance	and	replacement	parts46Page	3	Questions	and	answers44Problem	Possible	reason	How	to	correct	the	problemThe	cooker	is	difficult	to	close,	or	the	release	button	does	not	pop	out	when	it	closes.The	lid
and/or	pot	handle	are	not	cor-rectly	mounted.The	lid	handle	is	defective.The	silicone	gasket	is	not	properly	in	place.The	cooker	is	not	properly	closed.(The	indicator	in	the	lid	handle	is	red.)Check	how	the	handles	are	mounted	and	tighten	screws	if	necessary.Replacethelidhandle.Insert	the	silicone	gasket	properly.	(See	Chapter	5)Close	the
cooker	properly.	(See	Chapter	4)(The	indicator	in	the	lid	handle	is	green.)The	cooker	cannot	be	opened.There	is	still	pressure	in	the	cooker.TheEuromaticisjammed.Depressurize	the	cooker.	(See	Chapter	7)Let	go	of	the	release	button.	Push	the	lid	handle	a	little	to	the	left.The	lid	handle	is	loose.	The	fastening	screw	has	not	been
tightened.Tighten	the	fastening	screw	of	the	lid	handle	on	the	inside	of	the	lid.The	handles	on	the	pot	are	loose.The	handle	screws	have	not	been	tightened.Tighten	the	screws	with	a	screwdriver.	Page	411.	Questions	and	answersImportant:	Always	turn	off	the	energy	source	and	let	the	pressure	cooker	cool	off	before	you	attempt	to	elimina-te	a
problem.Questions	and	answers42Problem	Possible	reason	How	to	correct	the	problemWhen	the	cooker	is	building	pressure,	steam	escapes	longer	than	usual	from	under	the	lid	handle	(theEuromatic).The	cooker	is	not	closed	properly.	(The	indicator	in	the	lid	handle	is	red.)The	heat	source	is	not	high	enough.The	cooking	zone	is	not	the	right	size
for	the	pressure	cooker.The	lid	handle	is	loose.TheFisslerEuromaticoritso-ringisdirtyor	damaged.Close	the	cooker	properly.	(See	Chapter	4)	(The	indicator	in	the	lid	handle	is	green.)Set	the	heat	source	at	its	highest	level.	Place	the	pressure	cooker	on	a	cooking	zone	with	the	right	size.	(See	Chapter	5)Tighten	the	fastening	screw	of	the
lid	handle	on	the	inside	of	the	lid.	Clean	or	replace	the	part.	(See	Chapter	13)Nosteamescapeswhenthe	cooker	is	building	pressure.Too	little	liquid	was	placed	in	the	cooker.The	heat	source	is	not	set	high	enough.Add	the	minimum	amount	of	liquid	(200-300	ml).	(See	Chapter	5)Set	the	heat	source	on	high.Steam	and/or	drops	of	water	escape	at
the	edge	of	the	lid	before	the	cooking	indicator	begins	to	rise.The	silicone	gasket	is	not	properly	in	place.	The	silicone	gasket	is	dirty	or	damaged.	The	cooker	is	not	closed	properly.	(The	indicator	in	the	lid	handle	is	red).Insert	the	silicone	gasket	properly.	(See	Chapter	5)Clean	or	replace	the	silicone	gasket.	Close	the	cooker	properly.	(See	Chapter	4)
(The	indicator	in	the	lid	handle	is	green).The	cooking	indicator	does	not	rise.Steam	is	escaping	near	the	lid	handle.Steam	is	escaping	at	the	edge	of	the	lid.	Too	little	liquid	was	placed	in	the	cooker.	The	control	valve	unit	is	not	attached	correctly	and	firmly.	TheO-ring,valvebaseseal,orsiliconemembrane	is	missing,	defective,	or	incor-rectly
attached.See	above.	See	above.Add	the	minimum	amount	of	liquid	(200-300	ml).	(See	Chapter	5)Attach	the	control	valve	unit	correctly	and	tighten	the	fastening	screw.	(See	Chapter	10)Replacethesealorattachitcorrectly.(See	Chapter	12)Page	5Questions	and	answers43Problem	Possible	reason	How	to	correct	the	problemSteam	is
escaping	near	the	control	valve	unit.The	temperature	is	too	high	for	the	selected	cooking	setting.	(The	cooking	indicator	has	risen	further	than	the	second	ring)	The	control	valve	is	not	attached	cor-rectly	and	firmly.	TheO-ring,valvebaseseal,orsiliconemembrane	is	missing,	defective,	or	incor-rectly	attached.Turn	the	heat	source	down.
Adjust	the	energy	source	so	that	the	cooking	indi-cator	does	not	rise	above	the	marking	for	the	required	cooking	setting	(first	or	second	white	ring)	throughout	the	entire	cooking	period.	(See	Chapter	6)	Attach	the	control	valve	unit	correctly	and	tighten	the	fastening	screw.	(See	Chapter	10)Replacethesealorattachitcorrectly.(See
Chapter	12)Steam	is	escaping	under	the	lid	handle	(near	the	Euromatic),althoughthecooking	indicator	has	already	risen.The	lid	handle	is	loose.The	flat	gasket	for	the	fastening	screw	of	thelidhandleortheo-ringfortheEu-romatic	is	missing,	defective,	or	mounted	incorrectly.If	a	great	deal	of	steam	is	released,	the
Euromaticmayhavebeentriggeredasa	safety	mechanism.	This	happens	if	the	valve	is	dirty	or	defective.Tighten	the	fastening	screw	of	the	lid	handle	on	the	inside	of	the	lid.Replacethegasketoro-ringormountitcorrectly.	(See	Chapter	12)Removethecontrolvalveunitandcleanor	replace	it.	(See	Chapter	10	and	12)A
great	deal	of	steam	is	escaping	from	the	edge	of	the	lid,	although	the	cooking	indicator	has	already	risen.The	silicone	gasket	is	defective.The	silicone	gasket	has	been	triggered	as	a	safety	mechanism.	This	happens	if	thevalveandtheEuromaticaredirtyordefective.Replacethesiliconegasket.(See	Chapter	5	and	12)Have	the	cooker
checked	by	Fissler	Customer	Service.Steam	is	escaping	from	under	the	round	cover	cap	for	the	lid	handle	or	the	release	button.A	seal	is	defective.	Replacethelidhandleorhaveitcheckedby	Fissler	Customer	Service.Page	610.	Cleaning	and	careCleaningAlways	wash	the	pressure	cooker	after	you	have	used	it.
-Removethesiliconegasketfromthelidandwashitbyhand.-Rinsethecontrolvalveunitunderrunningwaterorremoveandcleanifnecessary.-Removethelidhandlewhenneeded(atthelatest,whenitlooksdirty)andrinseitunderrunningwater.-	The	pot,	lid	(without	the	silicone
gasket,	control	valve	unit,	and	lid	handle),	and	insets	can	also	be	placed	in	the	dishwasher.Please	note:-	To	clean,	use	clear,	hot	water	and	dishwashing	liquid	and	a	dishwashing	sponge	or	a	soft	brush.	Do	not	use	pointed,	rough	or	sharp	objects.	If	the	inside	or	bottom	is	very	dirty,	you	can	use	the	rough	side	of	the	sponge.-	Do	not	let	food	residues	dry
onto	the	cooker,	and	do	not	store	foods	in	the	cooker	for	a	long	time,	as	this	could	cause	stains	in	the	stainless	steel	and	changes	in	the	surface.-	To	maintain	the	stainless	steel	surface,	use	Fissler	Stainless	Steel	Care	regularly.	It	is	outstanding	for	removing	rain-bow	discolorations	or	films.-	When	cleaning	the	cooker	parts	in	the	dishwasher,	use	only
conventional	household	dishwashing	products	in	the	amounts	recommended	by	the	manufacturer.	Do	not	use	industrial	detergents	or	highly	concentrated	cleaning	products.Mounting	the	control	valve	unit	and	lid	handleControl	valve	unit	(Fig.	A-5)To	remove:SeeFig.RUndothefasteningscrew(Fig.A-21)byturningitcounter-
clockwiseandremovethecontrolvalveunit.Thefasteningscrew	can	be	loosened	without	any	tools	simply	by	using	a	one	cent	coin.	To	mount:	See	Fig.	SInsert	the	control	valve	unit	in	the	proper	place	from	above	into	the	lid	(in	the	centre	of	the	pin),	screw	in	the	fastening	screw	in	a	clockwise	direction	from	the	bottom,	and	tighten
firmly.Lid	handle	(Fig.	A-1)To	remove:	See	Fig.	TRemovethelidhandlebyturningthelidscrew(Fig.A-19)ontheinsideofthelidinacounter-clockwisedirection.To	mount:	SeeFig.UHold	the	lid	handle	in	your	hand	and	place	the	lid	on	it	in	the	appropriate	position.	Turn	the	lid	screw	in	a	clockwise	direction	and
tighten	it	firmly.StorageThesiliconegasketshouldbestoredinadarkplace(protectedfromsunlightandUVradiation),dryandclean.Thesilicone	gasket	will	last	longer	if	you	place	the	lid	upside	down	on	top	of	the	pot	after	it	is	cleaned,	so	that	the	ring	will	not	be	crushed.MaintenanceThe	parts	of	the	pressure	cooker	that
are	subject	to	wear	must	be	replaced	regularly.	You	will	find	additional	informa-tion	on	this	in	Chapter	12.Cleaning	and	care41Page	7SterilizingBaby	bottles	or	other	items	for	use	in	the	home	(not	for	medical	use)	can	be	sterilized	in	the	pressure	cooker.•	Placeatleast200-
300mlofliquid(see“min“marking)inthepressurecooker.•	Placethebottleswiththeiropeningpointeddownwardintheperforatedinset.•	Closethecooker.•	Buildthepressureandcontrolatcookingsetting2(secondwhitering),andsterilizefor20minutes.Do	not	depressurize	the	cooker
quickly,	but	let	it	cool	off	slowly.Cooking	a	whole	mealBy	using	the	insets,	you	can	prepare	several	foods	at	the	same	time,	one	on	top	of	the	other.Rules:•	Cookshovervegetables.•	Cookvegetablesovermeat.•	Foodswithsimilarcookingtimesshouldbeplacedinthecookerandcookedatthesametime.•
Forfoodswithdifferentcookingtimes,rstplacethefoodwiththelongestcookingtimeinthecookerandstartcooking	it.	When	the	remaining	cooking	time	of	this	food	is	the	same	as	the	cooking	time	of	the	other	foods,	remove	the	cooker	from	the	stove,	depressurize	and	open	it,	add	the	other	foods,	and	then	finish
cooking.•	Sincesomesteamwillescapewhenthecookerisopened,atleast300mlofliquidshouldbeaddedtobeginwith.Example:Beef	roulades	(20	min.)	with	boiled	potatoes	(8	min.)First	place	the	roulades	in	the	cooker	and	cook	them	at	Setting	2	for	12	minutes.	Then	remove	the	cooker	from	the	burner,	depressurize
it,	open	the	cooker,	and	place	the	potatoes	in	the	cooker	in	the	perforated	inset	over	the	roula-des	by	using	the	tripod.	Close	the	cooker,	build	pressure,	and	cook	at	Setting	2	for	an	additional	8	minutes.9.	Cooking	timesThe	cooking	times	shown	here	should	serve	as	guidelines	and	are	calculated	on	the	basis	of	approximately	2-3	portions.	Basic	rules:-
The	cooking	time	at	Setting	2	is	about	½	to	⅓	of	the	normal	cooking	time.-	The	cooking	time	at	Setting	1	is	about	50%	longer	than	at	Setting	2.-	Cooking	times	for	the	same	food	can	vary,	depending	on	the	amount,	shape,	size	and	consistency.	-	The	smaller	the	pieces	of	food,	the	shorter	the	cooking	time	will	be.	-	The	greater	the	total	amount	of	food,
the	longer	the	cooking	timeExample:Jacket	potatoes	(whole),	approx.	12	minutes;	boiled	potatoes	(cut	in	half	or	quarters),	about	8	minutesUsethecookingtimesgivenheretoworkoutyourownpersonaltimes.If	you	are	not	certain	about	a	cooking	time,	cook	the	food	for	a	shorter	period	to	begin	with.	You	can	always	conti-nue	cooking
it.Ways	to	use	your	pressure	cooker	/	Cooking	times39Page	8Ways	to	use	your	pressure	cooker37•	Closethecooker.•	Buildthepressureandregulatetherequiredcookingsetting.(SeeChapter6)Note:	Soups	and	stews	are	generally	cooked	at	Setting	2.	See	Chapter	9.Vegetables	and	potatoesVegetables	and	other	delicate	foods
can	be	steamed	very	gently	in	the	perforated	inset.	Depending	on	the	model,	the	inset	may	be	included	or	else	sold	separately.•	Addaminimumof200-300mlofliquid(see“min“marking)tothepressurecooker.Ifdesired,alsoaddherbs,seasonings	or	wine.•
Placethewashedvegetablesintheperforatedinsetandputtheinsetontopofthetripodinthepot.•	Closethecooker.•	Buildthepressureandregulatetherequiredcookingsetting.(SeeChapter6)Note:	Vegetables	are	generally	cooked	at	Setting	1.	See	Chapter	9.Cooking



riceRicecanbecookedinthepressurecookerwithoutaninset.Topreparebrownrice:•	Placericeandwaterina1:2ratiointhepressurecooker.•	Addsaltasdesired.•	Addatleasttheminimumamountofliquid.•	Closethecooker.•
Buildthepressureandcontrolatcookingsetting2(secondwhitering).•	Cookabout7-9minutesatSetting2,thendepressurizeandopenthecooker.•	Orelseremovethecookerfromthestove,setitaside,andletthericesimmergentlyforabout15minutes.Thenopen	the
cooker.Note:	Ricecanalsobecookedintheunperforatedinset.Pouratleasttheminimumamountofliquidintothecooker.Then	put	the	unperforated	inset	containing	rice	and	water	(ratio	about	1:1)	in	the	cooker.Cooking	fishFish	can	be	cooked	in	its	own	juice,	with	the	minimum	amount	of	liquid,	at	the	bottom	of	the
cooker	or	else	steamed	in	the	perforated	inset.Note:	Fish	is	generally	cooked	at	Setting	2.	See	Chapter	9.Deep-fryingFoods	can	only	be	deep-fried	in	the	pressure	cooker	without	the	lid!	To	prevent	burns	caused	by	foaming	or	spattering	oil,	make	sure	that	the	pot	you	use	is	high	enough.•
Fillthecookeratmosthalffull(“½“marking)withfat.•	Heatthefatatmedium.Donotoverheatit.•	Therighttemperaturefordeep-fryinghasbeenreachedifbubblesimmediatelyformaroundthehandleofawooden	spoon	when	it	is	dipped	in	the	hot	fat.•	Nevercoverthecooker!Page	9
Cooking	with	the	vitaquick®	/	Depressurizing	the	vitaquick®35For	example,	boiled	potatoes:Conventional	cooking	time	Cooking	time	at	Setting	2	Cooking	time	at	Setting	1About	30	min.	About	12	min.	About	18	min	At	the	end	of	the	cooking	time,	remove	the	pressure	cooker	from	the	heat	source	and	depressurize	it.	(See	information	in	the	following
chapter.)	Only	then	can	you	open	it.7.	Depressurizing	the	vitaquick®Important:Never	try	to	force	the	pressure	cooker	open.	The	cooker	can	only	be	opened	when	the	cooking	indicator	has	fallen	into	its	socket	completely	and	no	more	steam	escapes	when	the	release	button	is	activated.	Once	the	coo-ker	has	been	depressurized,	the	release	button	can
be	easily	pressed	in	order	to	open	the	cooker.	Always	gently	shake	the	cooker	before	you	open	it,	to	release	steam	pockets	that	may	have	formed	in	the	food.	If	you	do	not	do	this,	you	may	be	scalded	by	spattering	food	and	steam.There	are	3	ways	to	depressurize	your	vitaquick®.The	way	you	depressurize	depends	on	the	food	you	are	cooking.	For
foods	that	tend	to	foam	or	rise,	such	as	legu-mes,	soups	or	stews,	or	for	foods	with	a	delicate	peel,	such	as	jacket	potatoes,	do	not	select	a	method	that	reduces	the	pressure	quickly,	as	this	could	cause	the	food	to	be	ejected	or	the	peel	to	burst.Method	1“Quick	depressurizing	with	the	release	button”SeeFig.OPress	the	release	button	(Fig.	A-2)
gently	in	the	direction	shown	by	the	arrow,	and	steam	will	escape	from	under	the	lid	handle	(Fig.	A-4).	Hold	the	button	in	until	the	cooking	indicator	has	fallen	back	into	its	socket	completely	and	no
moresteamisescaping.Thenreleasethebutton,shakethecookergently,andpressthereleasebuttonagain.Repeatthisuntilnomoresteamescapes.Oncethecookerisdepressurized,theEuromaticwillsink.Thereleasebuttoncannow	be	pressed	in	completely	to	open	the	cooker.Note:As	long	as
there	is	any	pressure	in	the	cooker,	the	release	button	cannot	be	pressed	completely.	This	is	normal,	and	it	ensures	that	the	cooker	cannot	be	accidentally	opened	while	under	pressure.	Do	not	try	to	force	the	release	button!Method	2“Let	it	cool	off	”If	you	would	like	to	take	advantage	of	the	residual	energy	in	the	cooker,	use	this	method.	Shortly
before	the	end	of	the	cooking	time,	take	the	cooker	off	the	stove	and	just	let	it	gradually	cool	down	until	the	cooking	indicator	has	sunk	completely.Page	10Information	on	using	your	pressure	cooker	/	Cooking	with	the	vitaquick®33Special	information	for	induction	stoves:	To	prevent	overheating	and	damage	to	the	cookware	as	a	result	of	the
highinductionpower,neverheatthecookerupemptyorunattended.PleasealsoadheretotheInstructionsforUseprovided	by	the	stove	manufacturer.	A	humming	sound	may	come	from	your	cooker	while	it	is	in	use.	This	sound	has	technical	reasons	and	does	not	indicate	that	there	is	a	defect	in	your	stove	or	cookware.Tips
for	saving	energy-	When	cooking	at	the	gentle	or	speed	setting,	regulate	the	energy	source	so	that	the	cooking	indicator	does	not	rise	above	the	marking	for	the	cooking	speed	selected.-	Useaburnerthatistherightsize.(Seenotesabove)-	Choose	cookware	that	is	the	right	size	for	the	amount	of	food	you	are	preparing.-	Take
advantage	of	the	heat	stored	in	the	base.	Turn	off	the	heat	source	even	before	the	end	of	the	cooking	period,	so	that	you	can	use	the	cooling	off	period.6.	Cooking	with	the	vitaquick®Numerouscookingmethodsarepossibleinyourpressurecooker:stewingorbraising,sautéinganddeep-frying(without	the	lid),	as	well	as	thawing,
preserving,	and	extracting	juice.	You	will	find	more	information	on	ways	to	use	your	pressure	cooker,	as	well	as	on	how	to	use	the	insets,	in	Chapter	8.PreparingPlace	the	ingredients	called	for	in	your	recipe	in	the	pressure	cooker.	Make	sure	you	observe	the	specified	filling	capacities.	(See	Chapter	5)Then	place	the	lid	on	the	cooker	and	close	it.	If	the
locking	indicator	(Fig.	A-3)	in	the	lid	handle	is	green,	the	cooker	is	ready	to	start	cooking.	(See	Chapter	4)Selecting	the	cooking	settingOnyourvitaquick®,	you	can	choose	between	two	cooking	settings:	gentle	cooking	and	speed	cooking.“	The	table	of	cooking	times	(Chapter	9)	will	give	you	suggestions	for	this.Setting	1,	approx.	109°C	(Gentle
Setting)(40	kPa	operating	pressure)for	delicate	foods,	such	as	fish	or	vegetablesSetting	2,	approx.	117°C	(Speed	Setting)(80	kPa	operating	pressure)for	all	other	foods,	such	as	meats	or	stewsPage	11Information	on	using	your	pressure	cooker“½“For	foods	that	foam	or	expand	during	cooking,	such	as	rice,	legumes,	broths,	or	dried	vegetables,	the
pressure	cooker	may	only	be	filled	half	full	(see	“½“	marking).Important:Never	cook	without	sufficient	liquid,	and	make	sure	that	the	liquid	in	the	pressure	cooker	never	steams	away	completely.	Otherwise,	the	food	may	burn	and	the	cooker,	handles	and	burner	can	be	damaged	(see	safety	inst-ructions).Suitable	stovesThe	fully	encapsulated	Super-
Thermic	base	base	ensures	excellent	heat	absorption,	distribution	and	storage	and	can	be	used	on	all	kinds	of	stoves,	including	induction.	Regulating	the	heat	sourceHeat	source	levels1-12	levels	1-9	levels	1-6	levels	1-3	levelsBrowning	(open	cooker)	9-12	6-9	4-6	2-3Building	steam,	expelling	air	12	9	6	3Continuing	to	cook,	steaming,	heating	up,
thawing1-6	1-4	1-3	½	-	1	½The	indicated	settings	should	serve	as	guidelines.	For	induction	cooking,	depending	on	the	power,	lower	settings	may	be	used.	Please	also	refer	to	the	information	given	in	the	instructions	for	your	stove.Whether	empty	or	containing	fat,	an	open	pressure	cooker	may	never	be	heated	at	the	highest	energy	level	for	more	than
2	minutes.	If	overheated,	the	base	can	turn	golden.	This	discoloration	does	not	affect	how	well	the	cooker	functions,	however.Solid/glass	ceramic	(radiation/halogen):	The	diameter	of	the	burner	should	be	the	same	as	or	smaller	than	the	diameter	of	the	pot	base.Gas	stove:	Place	the	cooker	in	the	center,	and	make	sure	that	the	flames	do	not	extend	up
the	sides	of	the	cooker.	Induction:	Always	place	the	cooker	in	the	center	of	the	cooking	zone.	The	base	of	the	pot	should	be	the	same	size	asorlargerthanthecookingzone.Otherwise,itispossiblethatthecookingzonewillnotbetriggeredbythepotbase.32Page	12Cooking	with	the	vitaquick®Building	pressure	and
expelling	airSet	your	heat	source	to	high	to	heat	up	the	pressure	cooker.	Steam	will	escape	from	under	the	lid	handle	(Fig.	A-1),	along	with	the	atmospheric	oxygen	that	can	destroy	vitamins.	This	process	can	take	a	few	minutes.	As	soon	as	the
Euromaticclosesandnomoresteamisexpelled,pressurewillbegintobuildup.Thecookingindicator(Fig.A-6)willsoon	begin	to	rise.	Cooking	indicatorThe	cooking	indicator	uses	two	markings	(white	rings)	to	show	you	when	the	relevant	cooking	setting	has	been	reached.See	Fig.	MFirst	ring:	„Cooking	setting	1	(gentle
setting)	has	been	reached“To	cook	on	the	gentle	setting,	you	must	turn	down	the	heat	just	before	the	first	white	ring	becomes	visible.	The	stove	must	be	regulated	so	that	this	first	ring	remains	visible	throughout	the	entire	cooking	period,	but	is	not	exceeded.SeeFig.NSecond	ring:	„Cooking	setting	2	(speed	cooking	setting)	has	been	reached“To
cook	on	the	speed	setting,	you	must	turn	the	heat	down	once	the	first	white	ring	becomes	visible.	The	stove	must	be	regulated	so	that	the	second	ring	remains	visible	throughout	the	cooking	period,	but	is	not	exceeded.If	the	cooking	indicator	rises	further	after	the	appearance	of	the	second	white	ring,	there	will	be	an	audible	hissing	and	steam	will
escape	from	the	control	valve.	This	means	that	the	heat	is	too	intense	and	must	be	turned	down,	otherwise	the	cooker	will	lose	liquid	due	to	the	release	of	steam.Important:Make	sure	that	the	liquid	in	the	pressure	cooker	never	completely	vaporizes.	(See	information	in	Chapter	5.)Cooking	timesThe	actual	cooking	time	begins	once	the	selected
cooking	setting	(first	or	second	white	ring)	has	been	reached.	You	will	find	the	cooking	times	for	various	foods	in	Chapter	9.Basic	rules:	1.	The	cooking	time	at	Setting	2	is	about	½	to	⅓	of	the	normal	cooking	time.2.	The	cooking	time	at	Setting	1	is	about	50%	longer	than	at	Setting	2.3.	Cooking	times	for	the	same	food	can	vary,	since	the	amount,	size
and	consistency	of	the	foods	influence	the	cooking	time.34Page	13Then	press	the	release	button	gently	in	order	to	release	any	residual	pressure.	When	no	more	steam	escapes,	let
goofthebutton,shakethecookergently,andthenpressthereleasebuttonagain.Repeatthisstepuntilnomoresteamescapes.Whenthecookerisfullydepressurized,theEuromaticwillsinkagain.Thenthereleasebuttoncanbepressed	in	fully	to	open	the	cooker.This	method	is	especially	good
for	foods	with	longer	cooking	times.Method	3“Depressurize	under	running	water”See	Fig.	QIf	the	escaping	steam	bothers	you,	cool	off	the	cooker	under	running	water.	Just	place	the	cooker	in	the	sink	and	let	cold	water	run	over	the	side	of	the	lid	(not	over	the	lid	handle	or	control	valve	unit)	until	the	cooking	indicator	has	sunk	completely.Then	press
the	release	button	gently	to	release	any	residual	pressure.	When	no	more	steam	escapes,	let	go	of
thebutton,shakethecookergently,andthenpressthereleasebuttonagain.Repeatthisstepuntilnomoresteamescapes.Whenthecookerisfullydepressurized,theEuromaticwillsink.Thenthereleasebuttoncanbepresseddown	fully	to	open	the	cooker.8.	Ways	to	use	your	pressure
cookerBraising	meatBraising	is	a	combination	of	searing	and	stewing.	The	meat	is	first	browned	at	a	high	temperature	and	then	simmered	in	liquid.•	Heatthepressurecookerorpressureskilletwithoutfatatmediumheat(⅔	of	stove	power).•
Sprinkleafewdropsofcoldwaterintothepot.Iftheyformclearpearlsthat“dancearound”inthepot,thisistheright	temperature	for	browning	meat,	with	or	without	fat.	Carefully	remove	the	water	from	the	pot,	using	a	paper	towel,	for	example,	before	adding	fat	or	placing	the	meat	in	the	pot.•
Pressthemeatdownrmly.Afterafewminutes,itwillloosenbyitselfandcanthenbeturned.Thenyoucanaddany	other	ingredients	needed.•	Addtheliquidcalledforinyourrecipe,butatleast200-300ml.(SeeChapter5)•	Closethecooker.•
Buildthepressureandregulatetherequiredcookingsetting.(SeeChapter6)Note:	Meat	is	generally	cooked	at	Setting	2.	See	Chapter	9.Soups	and	stewsSoups	and	stews	are	always	cooked	without	the	inset.•	Thecookermustneverbemorethan⅔	full	(“max“	marking).	In	the	case	of	foods	that	swell	or	foam	a	great	deal,
only	half	full	(“½“	marking).	•	Firstheatthesoupintheopencookerandscoopoffallofthefoamthatforms.•	Stir.Depressurizing	the	vitaquick®	/	Ways	to	use	your	pressure	cooker36Page	14Preparing	frozen	foodsFrozen	foods	can	be	very	easily	prepared	in	the	pressure	cooker.•
Meat:Thawabitbeforebrowning.•	Foodswithoutsauce:Placeinthecookerintheperforatedinset.•	Foodswithsauce:Placeinthecookerintheunperforatedinset.•	Placeatleast200-300mlofliquid(see“min“marking)inthepressurecooker.•	Closethecooker.•
Buildthepressureandregulatetherequiredcookingsetting.(SeeChapter6)PreservingThe	pressure	cooker	can	also	be	used	for	preserving	foods.	Depending	on	the	size	of	the	preserving	jars,	you	should	use	the	4.5	l	model	or	larger.•	Fillthejarsuptoaboutonenger’sbreadthundertheedgeandclosethem.•
Placeatleast200-300mlofliquid(see“min“marking)inthepressurecooker.•	Placethepreservingjarsinthecookerintheperforatedinset.•	Closethecooker.•	Buildthepressureandregulatetherequiredcookingsetting.(SeeChapter6)Preserving	times:Marmelade	Setting	1	1-2
min.Fruits/pickled	vegetables	Setting	1	8-10	min.Vegetables/meat	Setting	2	20-25	min.Do	not	depressurize	the	cooker	quickly,	but	let	it	cool	off	slowly,	otherwise	the	jars	could	burst!Extracting	juiceBoth	the	perforated	and	the	unperforated	insets	are	needed	for	extracting	juice	from	small	amounts	of	fruit.•	Preparethefruit.•
Addatleast200-300mlofliquid(see“min“marking)tothepressurecooker.•	Placethefruitintheperforatedinset.•	Puttheperforatedinsetontheunperforatedinset,andputthisinthecooker.•	Closethecooker.•
Buildthepressureandcontrolatcookingsetting2(secondwhitering).(SeeChapter6)Juice	extraction	times:Berries	Setting	2	12	min.Fruits	with	pits	Setting	2	18	min.Fruits	with	cores	Setting	2	25	min.Do	not	depressurize	the	cooker	quickly,	but	let	it	cool	off	slowly.Ways	to	use	your	pressure	cooker38Page	15PorkSpicy	pork	stew	/
Goulash	15-20	min.	Setting	2Pork	roast	25-30	min.	Setting	2	Pork	shank	30-35	min.	Setting	2Pork	knuckle,	fresh	30-40	min.	Setting	2Veal	and	beefVeal	Stroganoff	5-6	min.	Setting	2Roastveal	15-20min.	Setting2Veal	shank	15-20	min.	Setting	2Beef	goulash	15-20	min.	Setting	2Beef	shank	(for	soup)	20-25	min.	Setting	2Roulades/
Roastllet	20-25min.	Setting2Sauerbraten/Roastloin	25-30min.	Setting2Roastbeef	30-40min.	Setting2Boiled	beef	40-60	min.	Setting	2PoultryChicken	breast/leg	10-15	min.	Setting	2Turkey	breast/drumstick	20-25	min.	Setting	2Stewing/Soup	chicken	25-35	min.	Setting	2(depending	on	size	and	age)	Game	and
lambSaddle	of	deer	about	15	min.	Setting	2Roastdeervenison	about20min.	Setting2Elkvenisonstew	15-20min.	Setting2Roastelkvenison	about25min.	Setting2Wild	boar	goulash	15-20	min.	Setting	2Roastwildboar	about25min.	Setting2Roasthare	15-20min.	Setting2Lamb	stew	10-15	min.
Setting	2Roastlamb	15-20min.	Setting2FishFish	stew	3-4	min.	Setting	1Salmon	5-6	min.	Setting	1Halibut	6-7	min.	Setting	1Haddock	6-7	min.	Setting	1Oceanperch	7-8min.	Setting1Soups	and	stewsVegetable	soup	4-6	min.	Setting	2Potato	soup	6-8	min.	Setting	2Goulash	soup	10-15	min.	Setting	2Beef	broth	35-40	min.	Setting
2VegetablesArtichokes	(whole)	15-20	min.	Setting	1Cauliflower/broccoli	(florets)	2-3	min.	Setting	1Cauliflower	(whole)	8-10	min.	Setting	1Green	beans	(fresh)	5-7	min.	Setting	1Kohlrabi	(pieces)	5-8	min.	Setting	1Corn	on	the	cob	5-6	min.	Setting	1Mixed	vegetables	5-6	min.	Setting	1Carrots	4-6	min.	Setting	1Green/red	peppers	1-2	min.	Setting
1Red/whitecabbage(strips)	7-10min.	Setting1White	asparagus	(whole)	5-7	min.	Setting	1	Savoy	cabbage	(strips)	7-10	min.	Setting	1Boiled	potatoes	(in	quarters)	8-10	min.	Setting	2Jacket	potatoes	(whole)	12-15	min.	Setting	2Legumes	and	grains	Lentils	(not	presoaked)	10-15	min.	Setting	2Peas	(shelled,	not	presoaked)	12-15	min.	Setting
2Barley	15-20	min.	Setting	2Millet,	buckwheat	6-7	min.	Setting	2	(do	not	leave	to	swell)Brown	rice	7-9	min.	Setting	2	(do	not	leave	to	swell)Oats,wheat,barley,rye,	8-9min.	Setting2spelt,	unripe	spelt	grain	(leave	to	swell)Depressurize	the	cooker	and	allow	the	contents	to	swell	after	cooking	in	the	closed	pot	for	about	15	minutes.Cooking
times40Page	16	AccessoriesAccessories	Diameter	Article	NumberPerforated	inset	(incl.	tripod)	(Fig.	Z-1)	22	cm	610-300-00-80026	cm	610-700-00-800Unperforatedinset(incl.tripod)(Fig.Z-2)	22	cm	610-300-00-82026	cm	610-700-00-820Additional	lid,	glass	(Fig.	Z-3)	22	cm	021-641-22-600Additional	lid,	metal	(Fig.	Z-4)	22	cm	623-000-22-
70026	cm	623-000-26-700Deep-frying	basket	(Fig.	Z-5)	26	cm	022-656-04-600All	replacement	parts	can	be	purchased	from	your	Fissler	retailer	or	in	the	specialty	departments	of	department	stores.	Our	Customer	Service	Department	will	also	be	happy	to	help	you.	(For	addresses,	see	Chapter	13).You	will	find	a	list	of	dealers,	as	well	as	additional
information,	at	www.fissler.com.Maintenance	and	replacement	parts47	Page	1712.	Maintenance	and	replacement	partsPlease	noteReplacepartsthataresubjecttowear,suchasthesiliconegasketandotherrubberparts,regularlyafteryouhavecooked	with	it	about	400	times,	or	after	2	years	at	the	latest,	with	original
Fissler	replacement	parts.	Parts	that	show	visible	damage	(e.g.	tears,	discolorations	or	deformations)	or	that	do	not	fit	correctly	must	be	replaced	immediately.	Otherwise,thefunctioningandsafetyofyourpressurecookercouldbeaffected.Information	on	replacing	partsSilicone	gasket	(Fig.	A-20)See	Chapter	5.Silicone	membrane	(Fig.
A-22)See	Fig.	VRemovethecontrolvalveunitfromthelidandpulltheoldsiliconemembraneofftheinsideofthelid.Place	the	new	silicone	membrane	from	the	inside	into	the	lid	hole.	Check	that	it	is	correctly	positioned	by	rotating	it.Fit	the	control	valve	unit	(see	Section	10).O-ring	(Fig.	A-23)See	Fig.
WReleasethecontrolvalveunitfromthelidandremovetheoldO-ring.PlacethenewO-ringinthenotchprovidedaroundthethread.MakesurethattheO-ringistightlyplaced.Valve	base	seal	(Fig.	A-24)See	Fig.	XDetach	the	control	valve	unit	from	the	lid	and	remove	the	old	seal.	Put	the	new	seal	in	place	and
make	sure	that	the	seal	is	perfectly	flat	on	both	sides	of	the	lid.O-ring	for	Euromatic	(Fig.	A-18)See	Fig.	IThe	o-ring	is	removed/mounted	on	the	inside	of	the	lid.	Make	sure	that	the	ring	lies	totally	in	the	groove	provided	for	it.Euromatic	(Fig.	A-
18)Toremove/mounttheEuromatic,youmustrstremovethelidhandle.Thisisverysimple,asyouonlyhavetoloosenthescrewontheinsideofthelid.YoucanremovetheEuromaticfromthelidassoonasyouhaveremovedtheo-
ring.Formounting,guidethenewEuromaticwithouttheo-ringthroughthelidsothatthesidewiththewhiteballis	on	the	inside	of	the	lid.	Then	you	can	mount	the	o-ring	as	described	above.Maintenance	and	replacement	parts45
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